LIMINAL:
Adjective

“Relating to a transitional or initial stage of a
process.

Dedication
One of the first things I started writing about
was a little known franchise called Pokemon.
Little me thought it was the greatest thing I
had ever found, an immediately started writing stories about my own characters and imaginary scenarios. So yes, I essentially started
out by writing self-insert fan fiction. But it
made me happy.
Now here I am, still writing about my own
characters (just not in fan fiction). I’ve improved so much since I was young, but I
never would have been able to achieve that
growth if I had never stated writing in the
first place.
So is my dedication centered around a multimedia franchise intended for children? Yes.
Am I ashamed? No.
Am I happy with where I am
now as an author? Absolutely.
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The

Life
Of

Time
I hope you remember, I love you so.
And as the sands of time slip through my
hands,
My deepest regret is letting you go.
There are things that only the past may
know—
It comprehends, remembers, understands.

I hope you remember, I love you so.
It watches as our relationships grow,
Witnesses every moment they expand.
My deepest regret is letting you go.

And as cold winds and storms do fiercely
blow,
Times and bonds stay strong— they forever stand.

I hope you remember, I love you so.
In most cases, love will still grow— although
In some, we find we cannot meet demands.
My deepest regret is letting you go.
Joy, fear, love, pain; all this to time we
owe.
But it lacks a mind– the results were unplanned.
I hope you remember, I love you so.
My deepest regret is letting you go.

INTOXICATION

Colorful toxins of a nudibranch,
Lies deep within some maze, like a mainframe
Caught in a haze, the killing confection,
Feel your words spilling, through joy and ennui

As visions deploy, swarming like corvids
A world deforms, a spiraled nautilus.
The vile creature now speaks, the unfamiliar nautilus:

“Did you will us here, with that most potent nudibranch?”
It’s form becomes bent, like some hideous corvid.
“I’ve been brought by something insidious, some
conniving mainframe.”

You can’t resist it’s decree, laced with confections.

You can’t trace your way back, through the compelling
confection—
Your mind begins yelling, as shadows loom over the nautilus.
Something new blooms— or perhaps it was lost to ennui.

You regret ever crossing paths with that sinister nudibranch.
And now you’re sealed within an inescapable mainframe,
A less than palpable place, as you’re swarmed by ravenous
corvids.

Your mind is like a cavern, there’s no place to hide from
the approaching corvids—
As they continue encroaching, you coat your voice in confections:
“Why must you come for my throat, when we’re both
trapped within this mainframe?”

It says as it flaps, “It is the order of the brilliant nautilus,
And you have horded that most potent, the blood of the
nudibranch.
You feel as if you’re being judged, from this creature encased in ennui.

“We’ve both been displaced, forced to this realm of ennui.
You’ve been overwhelmed, and now we meet here benevolent corvid.
I ask you, without malevolence, how do I expel the nudibranch?”

The corvid, compelled, now speaks with confection:
“It lives throughout that monster, that manipulative nautilus.
You’ll have to pull your own weight if you intend to escape its mainframe.

As your vision devolves into colors and shapes, you struggle to work through the mainframe.
Juggling emotions, your mind becomes clear, breaking
through the thick fog of ennui.
As the maze becomes prolonged, the figure now rises, the
horribly spiraled nautilus.

Threatened by its size, you avert your eyes, as they trail to
see a flock of corvids.
They hold the nautilus in a gridlock, and as your mind
clears, you feel the lessening effects of the confection.
You now know what’s correct, and as the colors begin to
bleed, you no longer need the nudibranch.

Now awake, you sit up in your bed, as the sound
of birds chirping enters— the tweet of a robin, the
caw of a corvid.
The room smells of fresh pie, and you feel yourself
rise as if to meet the scent of the confection.
You exit the room, now left empty, save for a few
things:
Empty bottles.
Ocean posters.
A calendar with nudibranchs.

Drift Away
Awake, in a haze,
An unending dream
Stuck in a daze,
Things aren't what they seem.
Stuck, in a tomb,
Made by your own mind
A windowless room
Of your own design
Close your eyes, count backwards from ten
You wont go back to that nightmare again.
Avert your eyes from the light of day
Close your eyes, and start drifting away.

Sleep without dreams,
Don’t listen to them

Their softly lit gleam
Will lead to your end.
For you’re all you need
In this lonely life,
Cut yourself free
And be lifted from strife.
Close your eyes, count backwards from five

If you want to get out of this nightmare alive.
Shun yourself from the light of day
Close your eyes, and keep drifting away.

Drift off to seep in some meaningless dream,
Is this how you think you’ll be redeemed?
You don’t have to stop, not here or now,
Just lift up your head and solemnly vow
To live and to learn, through love and through
hate,
And spread the love that you create.
The clock is ticking, your end draws near—
Show them that you’re not how you appear,

You’re stronger than this, I know that’s true.
When you come back, I’ll welcome you.

Rethinking your choice,
Is this what you need?
Will you use your voice
Or will you proceed?
No more second thoughts,
You’ve sealed your own fate
It’s over, you’ve lost,
The darkness awaits.
Close your eyes, count backwards from one
For your waking nightmare has only begun.
Renounce the love and the light of day
Close your eyes, and drift away.
You don’t have to suffer through one more
day,
Just close your eyes and drift away.

It was darker than usual that day. Rain
pounded on the city rooftops, as if a thousand
horses were stampeding across the skyline. On a
normal day, Vischer would have been in his office,
toiling away on his latest experiment. Today,
however, was not a normal day. Today, Vischer
sat across from a man dressed in black. His hair
was jet black, and his dark green eyes were lidded
slightly. The two of them stared at each other, faces unchanging, silence unwavering. This went on
for what seemed like hours. Finally, the man
picked up a briefcase he had placed on the floor.
He gingerly opened it, inspecting its contents.
“Vischer Krause?” His voice was as smooth
as velvet, but his tone was as flat as a wooden
board.
“Yeah. That’s me. Are you finally gonna tell me
what you want?”
“No. unfortunately, it’s not my place to disclose
the contents of this case. You’ll have to wait for
my partner.” Vischer let out an exasperated sigh.

“So you’re not even the guy interrogating me? Seriously? How long am I gonna have to wait to get
this thing over with?”
“Not much longer, I hope. I’d like this to be over
with as much as you want it to be.”
The man checked a watch on his wrist, his expression becoming more tired. At least he’s just as annoyed, Vischer thought. The two resumed their
silence until another man stepped into the room.
He was dressed in white, and he appeared much
more disheveled than the man across from
Vischer. His hair was a chestnut brown, and it was
just as messy as his outfit. He had a wide smile on
his face, a stark contrast to the man dressed in
black, who was now grimacing.
“Sorry I’m late, I got caught up in some important
business.” He placed a cup on the table between
them. It bore the logo of a nearby gas station.
Slushees. Yeah, very important business. Vischer
glanced at the man in white, who took the place of
the man in black. His disposition was strangely
sunny, considering the circumstances of their
meeting. The man in white laid his head against
his palm, tapping his other hand on the table.

“So you’re some sort of scientist? Or maybe
a doctor? It’s sorta hard to tell with the labcoat.”
Vischer tilted his head, giving the man a snide
smile.
“No, it’s the latest summer fashion.” The man
laughed.
“Guess you’re not in the mood for small talk.
That’s alright. Barrett already got a file put together.” He gestured to the man in black, who
peeked up from his briefcase. “You’re a pretty interesting man, you know? I mean, how many genius bioengineers suddenly show up in the city
with no prior sightings or documentation? It
sounds like something straight from a movie.”
Vischer kept his mouth shut. He wasn’t sure what
to say to the man. How much did he know? How
much was he willing to reveal to anyone who was
curious? Vischer resorted to looks instead of
words, giving the man a cold glare. The man
laughed again.
“Look, I can tell we’re not gonna get anywhere tonight. That’s fine! I’m gonna need you to cooperate before we make any progress. I can’t force you
to do that.”

He stood up, leaving a small business card on the
table. “If you feel like talking, just call that number. One of us will pick up. Probably Barrett, he’s
usually better about that.” The man in black, presumably Barrett, scoffed.
“I only answer the phone because you’re always
off in your own world.” The man in white
shrugged, ignoring him.
“By the way, I’ll be stopping at the gas station
again next time we come by. It’s nice that you live
so close to it. If you have any snack requests, tell
Barrett.” Barrett scoffed and turned around, heading out of the room.
“We’re done here. We have other places to be.”
The man in white nodded, following Barrett. The
room was silent again, and Vischer was alone in
the darkness. That was, until someone turned on
the light. The living room of Vischer’s apartment
lit up, revealing his roommate Axel next to the
light switch.

“I um… didn’t expect them to come interrogate you here… at least you got to sit on the
couch the whole time.” Vischer sighed and stood
up, stretching.
“Yeah… still, that whole thing was weird. They
didn’t even tell me what they came here for. The
grumpy one just said I was a ‘person of interest in
a very important case’. He didn’t even tell me
what kind of case it was.”
“I’m sure it’s nothing. They probably just mistook
you for someone else.” Axel thought to himself,
frowning. “Though that doesn’t explain the detailed case file… or the confidentiality of the
whole thing…” He prattled on to himself, lost in
his own thoughts. Vischer looked at the table,
picking up the business card. In bold letters, it
read:
LAMONT AND BARRETT SERVICES

“No matter the crime, you won’t pay a dime!
Whether it’s a robbery or a murder, we’ve got the
detective fervor!”
Vischer stared at the card, his expression slowly
dimming. Whether it’s a robbery or a murder, he
thought, I hope it turns out to be neither.

Secrets and Spirits
More coming soon

Liminality
In between the Lost and the found

Reality and fantasy begIn to come unwound

Easily swayed, the Mind becomes a fool

Both empty and fIlled, thoughts a cesspool

Somewhere and nowhere, Nothing to see around

Silent yet roaring, An unheard swirling sound

Lost in a vioLent yet peaceful whirlpool

